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The Friendly Family and Diamond
Dinosaurs take on The Painted World
and The Battle of Justice

T

here was once a cold, windy
world filled with sand and wide
open parks. The skies were blue
and filled with red clouds and trees.
The thing is, everything was made of
paint!
There was a beautiful swirly
blue-green plant that had pointy
ears, vampire teeth, and jelly bean
pollen. Playing amongst these plants
were Tiffanies, a special animal that
seemed a lot like an elephant except it
had wings. Tiffanies were black and
white, ate trees, and were super secret
so no people knew about them.

People on this planet got around
on 9 foot robot dinosaurs that were
equipped with diamond and gold
saddles. These amazing robots only
cost 20 dinosaur bucks, so everyone
was able to afford one.
While riding their dinosaurs,
people were careful not to get into the
swirling pools of red, white, and blue
water. People who decided to swim,
or perhaps slipped in, would change
color!
This world was the home of
Tobias, who had a rock head and
gorilla body. Tobias wore glasses and

gold chains and lived in a mansion
on the beach. He spent his time
fixing red cars and playing sports.
He was a hero because he wanted
everyone to be nice and he took
care of his friends and girlfriend.
One of his best friends was
Lord Armor who Tobias saved from
being eaten by a cheetah. Lord
Armor had glasses, green hair,
armor, and a sword.
Even though Tobias was so nice,
there were still some people who
didn’t like him. Damikeetanakon,
or Big Domi for short, was tall as
a gorilla and had four hands and
a scorpian tail. His big mohawk
was tamed by his visor. He lived
between the good side and the bad

side of the planet and wanted to be a
bad guy like his dad. When he made
mistakes, he breathed fire!
Juliette Elliot Justice also wasn’t
a fan of Tobias. From her sandcastle
in the sky she and her sidekick dog
wanted to rule the world. She had
laser eyes protected by shield glasses
and long blonde hair that was a jet
pack.
One day Tobias and Lord Armor
were strolling through their paint
world and visiting Tiffanies. While
searching for the elusive animals,
they stumbled across an evil meeting
between Big Dami and Juliette Elliot
Justice. They were plotting to take
over the world!
Just then...

